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The general service experiencewith oil-paper cables is
excellent.No fault has occurredover aperiod of more than
40 years. Cable sampies inspectedafter this period have
shown virtually no ageing. In order to achieve similar
standardswith EPR and XLPE cable lines at EWZ, these
have been engineeredin the same way, using appropriate
design for cables, accessories,laying systems,and careful
cable laying and mounting done by the manufacturers.The
cable ducts consist of blocks of protective tubes connecting
the easily accessiblejoint boxes. Thus, the conditions for
mounting and operation are most favourable in the urban
environment.
The physical behaviour underdielectric stress of polymerie insulation materials is different form that of oil-paper
insulation systems in at least two aspects:they show an
I. INTRODUCTION
ageingat an.unknownlong termrate, and they haveno "selfThe Electricity Board of the City of Zürich (Elektrizitäts- healing" properties. While the manufacturer's quality
werk der Stadt Zürich, EWZ) is supplying the city area of managementcoversall single components(cablesand accesZürich with a total load of 500 MW from four coupling sories), the laying and mounting activities on site are depoints with the national grid. The 14 local substations mandingand can imply risks.
170kV/24 kV (Um acc. to IEC 71-1) are fed and interconTo reducetheserisks, EWZ performsAC after laying tests
nected without overheadlines by a 170 kV cable network. since more than 4 years,testing 170 kV cableswith lengths
The cablenetwork has allengthof242 km. As the neutralson up to 5 km. It is believed that after-laying AC teststogether
the 170 kV side are solit.:llygrounded,cable shieldsmust be with PD measurementsallow to establish a quality record
groundedat both cableends, and the low-resistivity shields that can be extendedthrough lifetime by regularly repeating
haveto be cross-bonded.
PD measurementsunder operating conditions [1]. For this
Until 1975, all cables installed were 01'paper-oil impreg- purpose special PD sensors for accessories Goints &
nated insulation types. Since then, mainly EPR and XLPE terminations)havebeendeveloped.
cables were added. The quantity and types of the installed
equipmentare shown in Table I.
11.PRACTICE OF FIELD TESTING OF HV CABLES
IN SWITZERLAND
TABLEI
EWZ 170 KV CABLE NETWORK
Becauseof its higher sensitivity in detecting laying and
assemblingfaults in HV cables and accessories,AC after
laying tests of newly installed cable circuits are widely preferred over DC testing in Switzerland [2]. Since 1980
modular on-site testing equipmentbasedon frequency-tuned
series-resonance
is readily available[3] and is being usedfor
cable and GIS testing. There exists considerableexperience
with AC testing using this type of test-set,in particular with
XLPE and EPR insulated cables [2]. The lightweight and
modular test set can be usedalso under difficult testing conditions, as in the presentcase,wherethe equipmenthad to be
broughtto an undergroundsubstation.
The tendencyin on-site after laying tests is going beyond
PE-947-PWRD-O-04-1997
A paper recommended and approved by
mere withstand testing, i.e. combining withstand tests with
the IEEE Insulated Conductors
Committee
ot the IEEE Power
somekind of diagnosticmeasurement[I]. For extrudedhigh
Engineering Society tor publication in the IEEE Transactions on Power
voltage cablesand their accessoriesthe detection of partial
Delivery. Manuscript submitted December 31, 1996; made available tor
dischargesis regarded to be the most efficient and most
printing June 9, 1997.
sensitive diagnostic method. It is believed that also minor
faults in accessories,not directly leading to breakdownduring the AC withstand test, can be detectedwith apprüpriate
PD sensors.Series-resonance
test sets generatea distortionfree and partial discharge-free AC test voltage with a
frequencycloseto power frequency.Therefore,thesetest sets
Abstract: A total number of 15 premouldedjoints of three 170kV
cable circuits (XLPE and EPR) were equipped with partial
discharge (PD) sensors. The developed sensors are based on
inductive high frequency coupling of partial discharge pulses
occurring in thejoints. The PD activity of eachjoint was monitored
during an after laying AC acceptancetest. The test voltage of
190kV was generated by means of a frequency-tuned seriesresonancetest set. The signalsof the PD sensorswere assessed
with
a spectrum analyser in a frequency range form 15 to 50 MHz,
allowing a goodseparation of noise from PD signals under high
interferencelevels. The investigationdemonstratedthe feasibility of
on-site PD measurements
on joints during after laying tests.
Keywords: On-site partial dischargediagnostics,premouldedcable
joints, series-resonance
test set,high voltage cabletesting.
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v. DESIGN OF PARTIAL DISCHARGE SENSOR
deviation from power frequency in frequency-tuned
resonancetest sets is an advantage, making it easy to
The outer shield ofthe joint body is connectedto the cable
discriminate PD signals correlatedto the test voltage from shield by rneans of copper braids. In case that the joint
extemalnoise.
incIudesa shield break (insulatedjoint), thesecopperbraids
are connectedon one side of the joint only (Fig. 1). In order
to
form a HF current transformer (CT) one of thesebraids
III. ON-SITE PD TESTING OF CABLES AND
was passedthrough a ferrite core (0 36 rnrn). The pick-up
THEIR ACCESSORIES
winding consistsof just one turn, the ends of which are lead
Several methods to detect PD in HV cables and their to a coaxialconnector at the housing of the joint. Fig. 2
accessories
have beendescribedin the literature(seefor showsa photo ofthe CT-sensor,rnountedin its fmal position.
example [4] for a review of activities in Japan).If it is the
airn to detectPD occurring in the cable itself, detectiontechniquesoperatingin a.frequencyrangeofnot more than a few
MHz have to be used due to the high attenuationat higher
frequenciesin shiel<;led
polymer-insulatedcables[5;12]. The
high interference level in this frequency range requests
sophisticatedmethods for noise suppression[6;7]. Another
testingphilosophyregardsprirnarily testing ofthe accessories
as relevant, as mentioned above. For this purpose, PD
detectiontechniquesoperating at higher frequencies(tens of
MHz) can favourablybe employed[8;9].
.

IV. PREMOULDED JOINTS
For polymer-insulatedcables, premoulded sHp-onjoints
are increasingly being used. Their significant advantages
over conventionaltapedjoints are:
. Production of the active part under optimal conditions in
the factory;
. each joint is routine tested in the factory before
installation;
. reduction of risk of introducing imperfections during
jointing work.
Fig. 1 showsthe generaldesignof the 170kV premoulded
joint with cross-bondingof cable shields, which has been
equippedwith a partial dischargesensor.The active part of
thejoint consistsof a one-piecepremouldedsiliconebody.
Table 2 shows the relevant parametersof the performed
HV testsin the factory.
TABLE2
ROUTINE TESTSFOR PREFABRlCATED 170kV JOINTS
250kV
130 kV

6a

l.
2.

Fig. 2. InstaIled PD sensor (premoulded body on the left side).

This very simple sensor design has the advantageof
requiring only minor modifications in the designof the joint.
The use of a CT provides a galvanic separationbetweenthe
shield of the HV cable and the measuringcircuit, which is
important for noise suppression.In the present situation of
insulated joints, no service or short circuit currents pass
through the connectionwhich is usedfor signal coupling, i.e.
it is only chargedwith the capacitive current of the outer
shield of the joint. Though a higher sensitivity (better
coupling) would have been achievedby making more turns
with the copperbraid, or by openingthe secondcopperbraid
which is shuntingthe HF transformerwith a low impedance,
or using a 50 Q resistorinsteadof the HF transformer,it was
decided to sacrifice higher sensitivity for the benefit of
safety.

5

Conductor
HV electrode

3.
4.

Premouldedbody
Air or filling materials

Fig. I. Premoulded 170 kV joint with cross-bonding of shields.

5.
6.

Protection casing
Cross-bonding leads
a: connection to right side
b: connection to Jeft side

7.
8.

PD sensor
Shieldinterruption
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VI. HIGH FREQUENCYCHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PD SENSOR
The high frequencycharacteristicsof the chosencoupling
device (PD sensor) were investigatedexperimentally on a
fulI-scalejoint, which was fitted with two short (ca. 0.5 m)
lengthsof 170kV cable.Both endsof the cableswere terminated with coaxial connectors,hence allowing HF measurements at low voltage levels. The output signal from the
tracking generator of a network analyser or an impulse
generator was applied through a 10 dB attenuator (for
impedancematching) to the conductor of the HV cable on
one side,meanwhilethe other side was terminatedby a 35 Q
resistor(matching approximately the characteristicimpedance of the HV cable). The output of the PD sensorwas
connectedto the 50 Q input of the network analyseror of a
fast digitising oscilloscope.
The partial dischargesensorwith this very simple design,
providing only a loosecoupling betweenprimary and secondary winding, shows a bandpass characteristics with a
passbandranging from 12MHz to 40 MHz. As will be
shown later, the sensitivity is sufficient for detecting PD
occurring in the joint with an amplitude of a few pC (see
Sect.VII below).
VII. PD SENSORCALIBRATION
A. HV set-up
For ca1ibrationpurposesthe above describedsensorwas
installed in a full-scale insulatedjoint. The joint was fitted
with two 170kV XLPE cables about 5 m in 1engthwhich
were provided with HV test terminations(stresscontrolledby
de-ionised water). The experiments were performed in a
shieldedlaboratory.

The conventionalPD detectorusing a coupling capacitor
and the PD measuringsystem based on the inductive PD
sensor were calibrated simultaneously with acharge of
10pc. For the scaling of the PD senSorwith regard to PD
amplitude the spectrumanalyserwas operatedin the zerospanmodeandwas setto aresolution bandwidthof 5 MHz at
a centrefrequencyof 25 MHz. The result of this scaling is a
relation of J..l
VIpC for the video-out signal of the spectrum
analyser.
2) PD measurements
with artificial defects:For reference
the completelyassembled170kV joint was first testedto be
partial discharge-freeup to a voltage of 130 kV. As a first
experiment,a wire was fixed at the high voltage electrodeof
one cable termination to produce a corona dischargein air.
The corona was recordedwith a magnitudeof 4-6 pC with
the PD sensor and with 3 pC with the conventional PD
measuring system, respectively (see also Table 3). Subsequently,the PD behaviourof two types of artificial defectsin
the joint were investigated:an air gap under the deflector at
one end of the joint (produced by the insertion of a nylon
strap between cable insulation and joint body) - and a
delaminated semiconducting layer (layer removed on a
surfaceof about 1 cm2and loosely coveredwith a grounded
aluminium foil). The results of the PD measurementswith
the two measuring systems at different voltage levels are
shownin Table 3.
It can be seenfonn Table 3 that there exists quite a good
agreementbetweenthe resultsobtainedwith the two measuring systems.The deviation can largely be attributed to the
different evaluationmethods of the mean dischargemagnitude on an analogueand a digital read-out.
TABLE3
COMPARISON OF PD SENSOR TO CONVENTIONAL
MEASURING SYSTEM WITH ARTIFICIAL DEFECTS

B. PD measuringsystem
The PD sensorinstalledin the joint was directly connected
to a preamplifier (30 dB, 0.01 - 200 MHz) and from there by
meansof a 20 m long coaxial cable to a spectrumanalyser
(HP 8591 E). The spectrumanalyserwas either used in the
standard scanning mode to monitor the spectrum of the
output ofthe PD sensor,or in the "zero span"modeat a fixed
centre frequency. In this mode the spectrumanalyserworks
like an oscilloscope, filtering the signal with its bandpass
filter of a pre-selected resolution bandwidth and centre
frequency. A conventional PD measuring system (Bridge
detector,type Nonius-NKF, Ce= 37 nF) calibratedaccording D. Scaling of PD amplitudefor on-sitemeasurements
to IEC 270 was availablefordirect comparisonofthe partial
It has been shown in the last section that in a laboratory
set-upthe PD sensorshowsconsistentresultsas comparedto
dischargeamplitudesmeasuredwith the PD sensor.
a measuringsystemaccordingto IEC 270. However, such a
calibration procedure will not be possible for on-site
C. MeasurementResults
measurements,since the higher frequenciesof the impulses
1) Calibration: From the specificationsof the PD sensor usedfor calibrationwill be attenuatedon their way of several
with its bandpassfilter characteristics(seeSect.VI), it is not hundredmetersfrom the cableterminationto the joints. The
self-evident that a calibration in terms of apparentcharge attenuationof extruded high voltage cables with semiconaccordingto IEC 270 is possible.The accuracyof the quasi- ducting shields is in the order of 5 dB/100 m at 20 MHz
integration which is needed for the determination of the [5;1I]. As a consequence,
the quasi-integrationwith a bandapparentchargedependson the extensionof the flat portion passat a centre frequencyof 20 MHz will faiI. An indirect
of the spectrumof the partial dischargepulsesto be measured calibration by meansof foiI electrodesas describedin [6]
[10]. The subsequentlypresentedmeasurementsof partial could not be used,sincesuchelectrodeswere not avaiIablein
discharges occurring in the joint itself suggest that the the designof thejoint.
conditionsfor correctquasi-integrationare fulfilled underthe
Therefore, it was decided to scale the partial discharge
given circumstanceseven with centre frequencies of the amplitudesmeasuredon-site by comparisonwith frequency
bandpassfilter in the order of 20 MHz.
spectra measuredin the same type of joint with artificial
defects in the laboratory. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that
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partial dischargeswith a magnitudeof 50 pC producedin the
joint (air gap under the deflector) exhibit an averaged
magnitude of the spectrum with sharesof about -55 dBm
(30 dB preamplifier, 300 kHz resolution bandwidth). With a
noise level of about -72 dBm it was possible to detect PD
down to a magnitude of about 4 pC in the laboratory. The
measurements(spectra)taken in the field were comparedto
thesescalingmeasurements.

C. Series-resonance
testsetfor generationof testvoltage
The on-sitetestsof the three cable circuits were perfonned
with a modular, frequency-tunedseries-resonancetest set
[2;3]. Severalreactor modules (50 H, 200 kV, 6 A, 450 kg)
were connectedin series and parallel to the high voltage
cable under test to fonn a series-resonance
circuit. Fig. 4
shows a schematic diagram of the series-resonancetest
circuit usedfor the threecablecircuits.

reactors

HV divider

cable under
test

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram ofthe series-resonance test set.

Fig. 3. Upper trace: Spectrum ofpartial discharges with a magnitude of
50 pC acquired with the PD sensor in the frequency range up to 150 MHz;
lower trace: noise level ofthe measuring system.

VIII. ON SITE AC WITHSTAND TEST INCLUDING
PARTIAL DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS
A. Cab/ecircuits
The general specifications of the tested cable circuits are
summarised in Table 4.

TABLE4
DA T A OF THE TESTED CABLE CIRCUITS

B. Testprocedure
The installedandjointed 170kV XLPE and EPR cableswere
subjectedto a AC withstand test at 190 kV for 15 minutes.
Before and after this test, a partial dischargemeasurementat
130kV ofa duration oftwo minuteseachhad to be passed.It
was agreed that the test was passed if no breakdown or
flashoveroccurredduring the withstandtest at 190 kV and if
no partial dischargeswere detectedat 130 kV before and
after the withstandtest.

Fig. 5. Series-resonance test set used to test cable circuit no. 3.

The series-resonance circuit was fed from a pulse width
modulated IGBT-frequency converter (maximum output:
200 kV A). A typical resonance circuit used to energise a
polymer insulated high voltage cable has a very high quality
factor of in the order of 100. Therefore, the frequency

~
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converterhas only to deliver approximately 1% of the total
generatedreactive power to compensatefor the lossesin the
circuit (see Table 5). A picture of the reactors used to test
cablecircuit no. 3 is shownin Fig. 5.
TABLE 5
DA TA OF THE SERlES-RESONANCETEST SET

D. On-sitepartial dischargemeasurements
The on-site partial discharge measurements were
performedwith the equipmentdescribedin Sect.VI. lnstead
of the 30 dB preamplifier used in the laboratory, a battery
operated34 dB amplifier with a bandwidth of 400 MHz was
used on site. The preamplifier was placed in the manhole
close to the joint, whereasthe rest of the partial discharge
recording equipment was set up in a van. The resolution
bandwidthof the spectrumanalyserwas set to 300 kHz with
a sweeptime of 2 s.
Prior to partial dischargetesting,the interferencelevel in a
trequencyrange up to 50 MHz at eachjoint was recorded
without test voltage applied. It was found that the interferencelevel can vary quite considerablytrom joint to joint and
is not constantin time. Fig. 6 shows an exampleof a joint
with a very low interference level. Up to a trequency of
about 12MHz someshort-waveradio transmittersarevisible.
The interferencelevel in the range from 20 MHz to 50 MHz
correspondsto the noise ofthe preamplifier used(-66 dBm).

!"t4(iIZm AUe es, 1996
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Fig. 7. Joint with a high interference level.

The measurementsof the interferencelevels have shown
that it is alwayspossibleto find frequencyranges,where no
external noise is present. For the PD measurementswith
applied test voltage, it was decidedto operatethe spectrum
analyserin the standardscanningmode, as shown in Figures
6 to 8. In casethat any significant deviation of the spectrum
under applied voltage form the previously recordedinterferencespectrumwould have been detected,the spectrumanalyser would have been switchedto the "zero span"mode, to
check whetherthe detectedsignalsare phasecorrelatedwith
the test voltage, i.e. to decide whether they are PD or just
external noise.The synchronisationof the spectrumanalyser
with the test voltage was done by means of a LF-current
transformer,circumferencingthe cableundertest.
Fig. 8 shows a spectrumobtained during the partial dischargemeasurementat ] 30 kV, for the samejoint as shown
in Fig. 6. By comparingthe two figures, no modification in
the spectrum above ] 5 MHz can be found. Below this
frequency, perturbations originating from the frequency
convertercan be observed.Though not requestedfor acceptance of the cable circuits, PD measurementswere also
performedat ]90 kV.

~f:I:,

Fig. 6. Joint with a low interference level.

Fig. 7 shows a measurement on another joint exhibiting
quite a high interference level. In addition to the radio
transmitters, perturbations in the 27 MHz CB band are
visible.

Fig. 8. Partial discharge testing at 130 kV.
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E. Resu/tsand discussion%n-site measurements
A tOtal numDer01 J:>Jomts nave Deenpartial Olscnarge
testedon-site. The achieved sensitivity can be estimatedby
comparing the 'scaling' spectrum of Fig. 3 with the noise
level in the spectraobtainedon-site.From Fig. 3 can be seen
that partial dischargeswith a magnitudeof 50 pC producedin
an artificial defect, yield spectral sharesof about -55 dBm
(measuredwith a +30 dB amplifier in the lab), Le. -51 dBm
with the +34 dB amplifier usedon site. Consideringthe nöise
level of -66 dBm between20 MHz and 50 MHz in the on site
measurements(see Figures 6-8), it can be concluded that
partial dischargesof 50 pC would have beendetectedwith a
signalto noise ratio of about 15 dB. From this figure, a lower
detectionlimit of 15 pC can be estimated,if a signal to noise
ratio of 6 dB is consideredas necessaryfor unambiguous
detectionof PD.
During the on-site testing with 130 kV and 190 kV no
partial discharges were detected in none of the 15 examined
joints.

A lot of interferencefrom radio transmittersand from the
frequencyconverter is presentin the frequencyrange below
20 MHz. Additional investigations have shown, that this
interference is not coupled inductively through the PD
sensor,but capacitively by the shield of the high voltage
cableinto the PD sensorarrangement.
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